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Verge Dock-PRO

Dock-Pro™ dock gates are designed to prevent 

people and equipment falling into recessed 

dock areas, platforms or into service pits.

The practical, compact lift-a-way design has a top and mid rail 
configuration, which is lifted easily with a lightweight action, 
nested out of the way which overcomes the need to keep swing 
areas clear. This is an excellent, space-saving alternative.

Features and benefits
 N OH&S compliant

 N No pinch points

 N Handle for easy lifting 

 N Smooth action 

 N Space efficient 

 N Eliminates risk of falling 

 N Width options available

Specifications
Dock-PRO Single – max 3.1m wide Dock-PRO Bifold - max 3.2m wide

Main post 4mm thick mild steel formed mounting post

Height 1000mm

Finish Zinc plated - powder coated yellow gold

Fixing 4 x M12 x 80 through bolts (masonry) M12 x 50 zinc bolt and nut (platform application)

Gas strut 2 x 100 – 150 – 200UM depending on the length of gat

Top rail 75 x 50 x 3 RAD RHS aluminium. Custom cut to length

Finish Powder coated yellow gold

Mid rail 50 x 50 x 3 RAD SHS aluminium. Custom cut to length

Bifold mid post
-

50 x 50 x 3 RAD SHS aluminium 
4mm thick bracketing

Fixing - 4 x m12 x 75 zinc B&N, ploy pivot bush

Finish - Powder coated Yellow Gold

End post 50 x 50 x 3 RAD SHS aluminium.  4mm thick bracketing 

Receiver post 4mm thick mild steel formed channel receiver post

Finish Zinc plated – powder coated yellow gold

Fixing 4 x M12 x 80 through bolts
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Verge Dock-PRO

General maintenance
Ensure baseplates are kept free from dirt, dust and grit build-up to prevent premature corrosion. Keep all powder coated 
surface free from dirt / dust, to eliminate moisture retention. In the event of paintwork damage, this must be touched to 
prevent corrosion.  

Monthly check on bolt and connector tension is recommended, especially the pivoting points.

Keep gas struts clean and free from dust and grit.

Product range

Dock-PRO Single - BV081 Dock-PRO double configuration - BV083

Dock-PRO Bi-Fold - BV082 Dock-PRO Bi-Fold double configuration - BV084 

Closed Open Closed Open

Closed Open Closed
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